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Abstract: ‘Mastery’ is central to current policy in mathematics education in England, influenced by
East Asian success in transnational assessments. We scrutinise the prospects for mastery pedagogies to
improve pupil attainment in English primary schools. The Mathematics Teacher Exchange (MTE)—an
element of the mastery innovation—involves teachers visiting Shanghai and then hosting Shanghai
teachers in their schools. Informed by programme evaluation, core component practices are analysed,
which were implemented by schools belonging to the first cohort of MTE schools. These consist
of: varied and interactive teaching; meaningful and coherent mathematical activity; and full
curriculum access for all. These elements are supported, optimally, by collaborative, embedded,
and mathematically focused professional development. Details of the implemented pedagogy and
forms of professional development are reported. Differences from prevailing practice in primary
mathematics in England are highlighted. Evidence is reviewed from quasi-experimental trials,
reviews and meta-analyses, and rigorous observational studies of the efficacy of practices similar to the
MTE mastery pedagogy components in order to assess the prospects for increases in pupil attainment.
The analysis suggests that many of the specific practices, if considered individually, have the potential
to improve attainment, though overall policy ambitions may not be realised. Based on the review,
component practices are identified for which existing evidence justifies immediate implementation
by schools and teachers. In addition, practices that would benefit from further testing and evaluation
are highlighted.
Keywords: mastery; mathematics; primary; innovation; impact; professional development;
transnational; comparative; Shanghai
1. Introduction
‘Mastery’ became central to current policy in mathematics education in England in 2015.
Although the 2014 curriculum [1] does not refer to mastery, government efforts to influence
mathematics teaching and funding for professional development promote what is described as mastery
or teaching for mastery. Thus, mastery is what the government is choosing to do [2] in mathematics
education. In the past, in the U.S. and other Western countries, mastery has been mostly associated
with a teaching and curriculum approach that was formulated by Benjamin Bloom, and the regular
use of formative assessment [3–5]. However, mastery in current English policy discourse is informed
by Western characterisations of East Asian education systems and practices, and particularly those
in Shanghai and Singapore, due to their current success in transnational assessments, including the
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA).
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Here, we assess the prospects for mastery in the English system: whether it will be a seasonal
vogue or lead to lasting changes in practices and, if changes are effected, whether they will improve
learner outcomes. In order to make this assessment, we adapt theory-based evaluation principles to
develop a model of core components of the pedagogy that is promoted within the loosely defined
policy. We then consider the extent to which the components are different to previous practices in
English schools (and ones that continue in many schools) and assess the existing research evidence
that the implemented practices might improve pupil outcomes. The approach is to compare enacted
practices, as identified via an evaluation of a sample of Mathematics Teacher Exchange (MTE) schools,
to evidence for the efficacy of similar practices.
In education policymaking in many jurisdictions, there is a notable trend of promotion of
evidence-based and evidence-informed teaching and policy [6–8]. However, this does not necessarily
mean that innovative educational policies are developed or informed by rigorous consideration of
evidence, given that evidence in educational policy is sometimes used selectively [6]. Thus, it is
important that evidence for the efficacy of policy innovations is scrutinised.
What has come to be called the ‘teaching for mastery’ programme, and its genesis, is described
in detail later in the paper, as are other innovations under the mastery banner. In summary,
it consists of a range of interconnected policy initiatives that have at their centre a promoted pedagogy
that is formulated as ‘teaching for mastery’ [9,10]. This pedagogy is styled as a framework for
the implementation of East Asian practices (particularly influenced by Shanghai and Singaporean
mathematics education). Prior to the full articulation of teaching for mastery and the teaching for
mastery programme, implemented by the National Centre for Excellence in the teaching of Mathematics
(NCETM), one of the first government-funded parts of the programme, launched in 2014–2015, was the
Mathematics Teacher Exchange (MTE). The MTE’s first cohort involved teachers and school leaders
from 48 schools in England visiting Shanghai for a week-long visit and hosting Shanghai teachers in
England for two weeks. Although policy borrowing in mathematics education has long been a feature
across systems internationally [11,12], including, in England, for example, the National Numeracy
Strategy [13], the MTE is an innovative and arguably internationally unique professional development
programme in that it involves an exchange of teachers with the aim of leading to system-wide change
and wide-scale adoption of another education system’s practices.
Currently, the evidential basis for transnational policies—such as mastery—often centres on the
fact that one education system is more successful on international tests than the adopting system.
In adopting East Asian practices, it is hoped that England’s relative performance in these comparative
assessments will improve [14]. However, concerns about the feasibility of policy importation aside,
there are longstanding concerns about whether reasons for differences in PISA (Programme for
International Student Assessment) outcomes, for example, can be ascribed to teaching approaches,
given that systemic factors and cultural contexts also seem important. Thus, we contend that
the comparative performance of national systems is not a sufficient basis to justify policies. It is
important that more comprehensive and rigorous evidence is considered for possible effects of
transnational policies and practices to enable an assessment to be made about the potential impact in a
different context.
The methodological challenges of evaluating transnational policy innovations are heightened
in relation to the mastery innovation. For example, assessing the extent to which a policy has been
implemented as intended is challenging if the ‘as intended’ is not specified in advance. For practitioners,
dilemmas arise about whether or not to adopt the promoted practices (in cases where they are not
prescribed) if the evidence base is not clear at least in relation to when the practices may be appropriate
and for whom and for what purpose [15].
Given the significance of this practice in government policy and also the interest in East Asian
pedagogies internationally, we believe it is important to consider: (i) the prospects for improvements
in pupil attainment; (ii) which of the various practices that are promoted are likely to be more effective;
and (iii) where there is need for further research to establish efficacy. These are the aims of the paper.
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There are two parts to this process: firstly, to identify the extent to which the practices that schools
that participated in MTE cohort 1 are implementing under the banner of mastery are different to
previously prevailing methods in England; and, secondly, to consider what the evidence base is that
these practices, if adopted, might lead to improved pupil outcomes.
To address this aim and the two subsidiary objectives, we draw on another strand in that we
make a critique from within the evidence-based or ‘what works’ paradigm, though we do this with
caution given concerns about unintended consequences of such a stance [16,17].
Our methodological approach in the paper is to adapt the ‘theory of change’ methodology [18,19].
We identify components [20] of the enacted practices of schools engaged in the MTE. To define these
components, we draw on our empirical study of the implementation of the mastery practices by
the MTE cohort 1 schools, which is referred to in this paper as the MTE mastery pedagogy [21–23].
During the first two years of the MTE evaluation, 134 interviews were conducted with teachers and
leaders from the first cohort of MTE primary schools. The outcomes of the analysis of the interview
data are supported by a more extensive data corpus and described below. By doing this, we consider
the enacted practices rather than the policy intentions or descriptions. Although it is beyond the
scope of this paper to provide a full comparative analysis of English and East Asian practices (see [21]
for more extended discussion of this), by describing the changes that have been enacted by schools,
we point to ways that these are informed by East Asian practices. We then consider the evidence
for each component or sub-component, drawing on a synthesis of previous research, including the
outcomes of randomised controlled trials. In the subsequent section, the mastery innovation and
the MTE are discussed in more detail. Although this paper is primarily intended as a theoretical
contribution, the MTE evaluation methodology is outlined so that the basis for the model of critical
components that follows is made transparent. Taking each component in turn, we then consider the
evidence from reviews and a meta-analysis of prior interventions, and so the second question—the
prospect for changes in outcomes—is addressed.
This analysis suggests that many of the specific practices, if considered individually, have potential
to improve attainment. We conclude by identifying practices for which this evidence for efficacy
supports immediate implementation by schools and teachers. In addition, practices that would benefit
from further testing and evaluation are highlighted.
2. Mastery as Policy Enactment
In this section, we describe the mastery innovation, including the Mathematics Teacher
Exchange initiative. First, we consider the different ways the term ‘mastery’ is used. Second, brief
descriptions of East Asian practices are provided, with a focus on the Shanghai approach. An important
issue here is that East Asian pedagogy is embedded in systems and cultures with specific characteristics.
2.1. Meanings of Mastery
Mastery is a flexible term that is employed in a variety of ways [24–27] and is used to refer to
various related concepts:
• beliefs about learners’ potential and, related to this, a type of personal construct about learning: a
‘mindset’ [28];
• a form of curriculum [9];
• a particular quality of learning [24,29];
• pedagogy and, in particular, two different approaches to teaching and learning:
o learning for mastery [3–5] (which confusingly is a description of an approach to teaching
as much as to learning);
o East-Asian-informed mastery pedagogies, including ‘teaching for mastery’ [10].
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2.2. East Asian Mathematics Teaching and Mastery
Referring to the way mathematics is taught in East Asia, the term ‘mastery’ entered into use
in England relatively recently. The term is not, it appears, common parlance among teachers in
either Shanghai or Singapore, the two principal education systems currently of interest in England.
Indeed, the timing of its emergence as a label for East Asian practices appears to coincide with its
adoption by a curriculum and professional development programme that was promoted to schools by
a social enterprise, which is now known as the Maths Mastery programme, around 2012. The term
was then taken up by the National Centre for Excellence in Teaching Mathematics (NCETM) in 2014
with the formulation ‘teaching for mastery’ [10].
Before describing pedagogical differences, it is important to note cultural and systemic factors.
It appears that such factors are at least some of the reasons for educational success [30,31] in
countries that have become PISA ‘reference societies’ [32]. Relevant issues include the high cultural
expectations and beliefs that ability is malleable rather than fixed, and the later age at which formal
schooling begins. Teacher expertise and deployment are also important factors. In Shanghai, primary
mathematics is taught by specialist teachers who only teach mathematics compared to English
teachers who teach across subjects, and Shanghai teachers typically teach only for 60–80 min daily
and with greater continuity from year to year [33,34]. Primary mathematics teachers in Shanghai
typically undertake 340–560 h of subject-specific professional development in the first five years
post-qualification [33,34]; professional development is collaborative, research-oriented, and linked
to university expertise. This contrasts sharply with Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for
English primary teachers, in which professional development may be generic, course- or skill-based,
and ad hoc (Cordingly et al. 2018). What we posit below as ‘critical components’ of the MTE mastery
pedagogy do not include the above factors, which may also be important in explaining differences
in outcomes.
The main pedagogical differences between England and Shanghai are now considered.
Chinese lessons, in general, routinely start from a problem rather than a lesson objective as in England
and include frequent metacognitive and reflective discussion of key concepts and metacognitive
processes [35–37] with learning objectives introduced at an appropriate time [37].
In Shanghai, pupil talk is an instructional priority [38] as is the precise use of mathematical
language [39]. Teaching integrates the development of conceptual understanding and problem-solving
with a proficiency in routine skills [40,41] through conceptual and procedural variation [39,42]. Both of
forms of variation rely on a careful choice of examples or tasks. Conceptual variation focuses on
varying representations or exemplification to allow for mathematical structures and meaning to
be highlighted. Procedural variation is concerned with the application of procedures or algorithms in
a purposeful way so that the choice of tasks similarly allows for an understanding of the relationships
between procedures and mathematical meaning. In-depth learning is emphasised before moving on to
new topics (hence the adoption of the term ‘mastery’ to describe East Asian approaches). This contrasts
with England, where showing progress in a single lesson is prioritised [12].
In Shanghai practice, homework is assessed daily with immediate intervention by qualified
teachers, as needed, so that all pupils progress through the curriculum together [33,34]. Arguably, this
approach of regular formative assessment supports teaching in heterogeneous groups in primary
schools in Shanghai. In England, pupils of similar prior attainment are frequently grouped in classes
(sets) or sit together in class or both [43].
Whilst the MTE involves engagement with Shanghai education specifically, in the current mastery
innovation, Singaporean practice is also influential and has informed change in a number of schools
in the project either directly through the use of Singaporean-derived resources, such as textbooks,
or indirectly through the diffusion of ideas from those engaged in Singaporean approaches. Many of the
features of Shanghai mathematics teaching are also found in Singapore. However, a notable difference
is a more systematic and theorised use of representations in Singapore, informed by [44] Bruner’s
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forms of representation, and described here as concrete/pictorial/abstract [45], whereas in Shanghai
visual models and representations are important and there is less use of concrete materials [41].
2.3. The Mastery Programme
Under the banner of mastery, a variety of projects, programmes, and innovations are promoted,
some pre-dating the widespread use of the term ‘mastery’. Linked to a revised mathematics
curriculum [1,29], mastery as a policy innovation consists of a number of overlapping initiatives
that are promoted and enacted by a variety of not-for-profit and for-profit private enterprises and
state-funded actors. The most notable government-funded organisation in this context is the National
Centre for Excellence in Teaching Mathematics (NCETM), which operates with and through the Maths
Hub network in England. The 35 Maths Hubs form a regional network that organises and promotes
professional development and improvement in mathematics. Thus, mastery policy is implemented
through network governance [46–48].
The mastery innovation is the principal government policy currently guiding mathematics
education reform and improvement in England; it combines a number of textbook resource and
professional learning programmes that are intended to support the development of mathematics
mastery teaching in English schools. These include the Singaporean-influenced Maths No Problem
textbook scheme, which is supported by a CPD programme. The textbook scheme and related CPD is
independent of the government programme. However, since the first MTE, schools engaging with
mastery Maths Hub activity can access a subsidy if using Maths No Problem. Similarly, since 2018,
Power Maths, which is based on Shanghai textbooks, has been approved for subsidy. Maths No
Problem was launched in 2007, and is based on a translation of a Singaporean textbook. Mathematics
Mastery, which is similarly informed by Singaporean practices, was developed initially from 2009 by
the Ark multi-academy trust. Further development was then funded by an Education Endowment
Foundation grant and subject to independent evaluation (see [49,50]). Mathematics Mastery provides
sets of lesson activities, teacher support materials, and a professional development programme. More
recently, an alternative translation of a Singaporean textbook—Inspire—has been evaluated [51] and
gives indications of possible positive effects on attainment.
Interest in East Asian mathematics pedagogies led to two study visits to Shanghai by the National
Centre for School Leadership [33,34] and promotion of mastery by the NCETM [9], leading to mastery
being a central focus for the Maths Hub network initiative. The NCETM has established a CPD course
for teachers—the Primary Mathematics Teaching for Mastery Specialists (PMTMS) programme—with
a cohort of 140 teachers per year.
2.4. The Mathematics Teacher Exchange
The MTE began with primary school teachers in May 2014. The declared aim of the programme
at its launch was to fundamentally change the teaching of mathematics in English schools through
implementing the mastery approach that teachers adopt in Shanghai [21]. In the first exchange,
64 teachers and school leaders drawn from 48 primary schools visited Shanghai for one week,
and then hosted Shanghai teachers within their primary schools for two weeks later in the same
school year. Teachers from England observed Shanghai teachers delivering mathematics lessons in
Shanghai, and later observed them teaching pupils in the English schools during the reciprocal
exchange visit. English teachers also observed and engaged in Shanghai teachers’ planning
and professional development. The English schools that participated in the exchange began to
make changes to their mathematics teaching practices, and most shared their learning with other
primary schools. Since this first exchange, there has been substantial government investment in what
has become known as ‘teaching for mastery’. The MTE continues to be important to the mastery
innovation with 70 schools per year directly involved in the MTE, drawn from alumni of the PMTMS.
Further commitments to the programme were announced in 2018 [52].
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Schools participating in the exchange are influenced by the different discourses and meanings
of mastery, but increasingly by the concept and principles of ‘teaching for mastery’, the designation
the NCETM uses to promote its East-Asian-informed pedagogy. However, our focus is MTE cohort 1
schools’ innovation in response to their exchange experiences, and other influences prior to, and in
parallel with, the development of the ‘teaching for mastery’ programme, rather than assessing
the extent to which a specific meaning of mastery—teaching for mastery—has been taken up by
those schools.
3. Methodology
In this section, we describe the methodology of the research that is reported in the paper. There are
two aspects to this. The first is the evaluation methodology of the MTE that was used to generate the
data on changes in the practices of cohort 1 MTE schools. The second is the analysis of these data to
develop the model of critical components. A more complete description of the evaluation methodology
has been reported elsewhere, including the approach to evaluating the impact of the exchange on
attainment, which is not a specific concern in this paper [21,23].
3.1. The MTE Evaluation Methodology
Describing the methodology of the MTE evaluation provides context and also serves to make
clear the empirical and analytical basis for the model. Using a longitudinal mixed-methods design [53],
the evaluation aimed to determine the potential of learning from Shanghai mathematics education
to impact on teaching in England. Although not a focus of this paper, as part of the evaluation,
the effects on pupils’ mathematics attainment over a three-year period was investigated through
a quasi-experimental study using propensity score matching [21,23]. A model of conjectured core
components was derived principally from an analysis of data that were collected from participants in
48 schools, as well as a textual analysis of documents that were produced by the NCETM and others.
The data corpus principally drawn on in this paper, which is a subset of the full evaluation dataset,
is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. The subset of the Mathematics Teacher Exchange (MTE) evaluation dataset that informs
the paper.
Year Data
2015
Interviews: 107 teachers based in England interviewed at MTE cohort 1 schools
comprising 60 exchange participants and 47 other teachers and school leaders. Of these
interviews, 88 were face-to-face interviews and 19 were telephone interviews; 12 Maths
Hub leaders by telephone; 4 National NCETM or DFE by telephone; and 6 Shanghai
teachers interviewed face-to-face.
A survey of mathematics coordinators in 48 MTE cohort 1 schools undertaken by the
evaluation team.
2016
A review of 28 school reports prepared for the NCETM in August 2015 and the NCETM’s
analytical summary.Telephone interviews with a teacher or school leader from 43 of
48 MTE cohort 1 schools.
An analysis of reports on the activity of cohort 1 MTE schools administered by the NCETM.
The research was conducted with institutional ethical approval and in accordance with the British
Educational Research Association guidelines [54], with further scrutiny at each data collection stage by
the Department for Education (the funder of the research) to ensure that the burden on schools and
participants was minimised. Participation in interviews and surveys involved voluntary consent in
all cases. For telephone interviews, information was sent to interviewees in advance, and consent was
confirmed verbally and audio recorded. In face-to-face interviews, written consent was obtained.
To exemplify the approach to data collection and analysis, we provide detail here of the procedures
used in the second round of interviews. We choose these interviews for exemplification of the approach
because the analysis presented of MTE schools’ practices is derived mainly from the analysis of the
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second round of interviews [23]. These were key to respondents checking [55] the emerging findings
from the analysis of data that were collected in the first year, and so to the findings reported here.
Returning to data collection and analysis, interviews consisted of closed and open questions,
with closed questions entered immediately by fieldworkers into a database and checked later by a
second researcher using the transcripts to ensure reliability. Interviews were transcribed and analysed
using NVivo 10 qualitative data analysis software. A variety of protocols and processes were used to
ensure that the analysis was reliable, including multiple coding by different researchers, with discussion
and additional coding by other researchers as needed to arrive at a consensus of interpretation.
In addition, the rigour of the research was supported by scrutiny from a Department for Education
project steering group consisting of policy and other stakeholders as well as academic experts.
An adaptive theory methodology was used [56] that combines inductive and deductive analysis
and draws on prior research and scholarship about East Asian and other effective mathematics teaching
as well as the first year findings (analysed in similar ways). Emergent themes and categories were
identified [57] across the different interviews. Coding was organised into six broad thematic categories,
as well as contextualising information and case attributes. These six themes comprised 16 sub-themes,
many of which had further sub-categories. A total of 224 distinct codes were identified. This set was
then used to inform the model that is presented in the next section, which includes relevant themes
and sub-themes. Other themes, for example relating to work with other schools and enabling and
constraining factors, are not pertinent to our main concerns here. Similarly, the model of change
as presented focuses on mathematical outcomes; however, interviewees also reported a variety of
affective outcomes for learners, such as increased resilience or more positive attitudes to mathematics.
3.2. The MTE Core Components and Theory of Change
In this section, we present (what we posit to be) the core components of MTE cohort 1
schools’ mastery implementation. Core components “refer to the essential functions or principles,
and associated elements and intervention activities” [58], and may comprise theory-based and
empirically derived principles, contextual factors, structural elements, and/or a specific intervention
practice (ibid, p. 4).
Customarily, in theory-based evaluation [18,19], the initial identification of core components
might occur via an interview or a discussion with those designing or delivering the intervention
(see [59]). Given the diffuse nature of the implementation and adaptation of Shanghai pedagogy
at the local level in England, a proxy for this has been to consider: firstly, the analysis of Shanghai
practices (discussed above); secondly, a review of NCETM and other mastery proponents’ literature;
but, most importantly, an analysis of MTE teachers’ and school leaders’ views of what have been
the most important changes made. Thus, the model is empirically rooted in an implementation
of mastery pedagogies. The derived model of critical components is shown in Table 2, below,
and structured previous reporting on the MTE [21,23].
Table 2. The core components of the MTE mastery pedagogy.
Varied
Interactive Teaching
Mathematically
Meaningful and
Coherent Activity
Engaging and
Challenging the
Whole Class
Knowledge of
Mathematical Facts
and Language
Substantial whole-class
teaching in multiple part
lessons with varying
forms of activity
Depth and meaning for
procedural fluency and
conceptual understanding
Curriculum pace for
whole-class access
Precise use of
mathematical language
by teachers and students
Interactive dialogue Representations Differentiation bydeepening and support
Memorising facts,
relationships,
and structures
Mathematically
coherent resources
Responsive teaching:
formative assessment
informing differentiation
Flexible and
responsive intervention
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An additional supporting core component was changes to the forms of professional learning to be:
• collaborative,
• embedded and close to daily practice, and
• mathematically focused.
This type of professional learning is a means of realising changes in pedagogy, as well as
potentially an outcome of such changes. An example from the MTE is a professional development
experience leading to teachers making greater use of representations; interviews reported instances
where this enhanced pedagogical subject knowledge. Such increased pedagogical subject knowledge
then potentially may directly influence outcomes separate from the identified core components. To put
this another way, applying the core components may lead to a more general improvement in the
quality of mathematics teaching as teacher knowledge increases.
As noted in Section 2.2, subject-specific collaborative professional development (PD) of the type
undertaken by MTE schools contrasts with what is common in England in many primary schools
(see [60]). That these forms of professional development represented a significant change to previous
practice was attested to by MTE participants [21].
Before continuing, we identify a number of limitations of the model of core components.
The theory of change, as presented, does not attempt to model outcomes of professional learning that
might lead to enhanced pupil learning, unless they were identified through analysis in this study
as core components of the MTE cohort 1 mastery model. These might include, for example, greater
teacher enthusiasm for teaching mathematics, which in turn might lead to changes in pupil motivation
or increased time spent planning mathematics lessons, and so improving their quality. As noted earlier,
potential influences on pupil affect or dispositions are not included.
Furthermore, a variety of other changes are also excluded from the presented change model where
the evidence is less clear that such changes are due to the exchange, or they may be a by-product of
other changes. For example, it appears that, in some schools, the total curriculum time for mathematics
has increased. However, it is not clear if this is a general phenomenon in English primary schools
due to the revised curriculum [29]. Also, this change was not reported by all schools implementing
other components. Thus, increased curriculum time was not included in the model.
However, changes in practice were included in the model if interviewees linked them more
directly to the exchange experience as the reason for the change, even if anecdotally it appears that
other schools not involved in the MTE may be making changes of these sorts. An example of this is an
increased emphasis on the recall of factual knowledge in the MTE schools.
Finally, the model represents practices as commonly implemented by schools that have reported
that a change in their practice was influenced by the MTE experience, and, specifically, the influence of
Shanghai pedagogies. This was not the case for all of the original 48 schools.
4. Reviewing the Evidence for Efficacy: Sources, Relevance, and Effects
In the four sections of the paper that follow this one, we discuss each of the components and
their sub-components in turn and what these mean in practice in MTE cohort 1 schools. We also
consider the wider evidence base from prior research for whether or not adopting such practices
may lead to changes in pupil outcomes. A systematic review was not appropriate to our purpose,
given (1) the varied nature of the practices being promoted and implemented under the mastery banner
and (2) the difference between the promoted practices and the previous research on mastery learning.
To conduct the narrative review, relevant reviews and meta-analyses were identified, and these form
the main source of evidence, as well as consideration of detailed findings from quasi-experimental trials
that were identified from these reviews. However, where such data are lacking, we also considered
rigorous observational studies. Our criteria of rigour for the observational form of studies are the
ones that are commonly used in peer review, such as transparency of reporting, appropriateness of
methodology, and recognised procedures followed in relation to research quality.
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We do not, in general, use comparative evidence from different countries, or large transnational
studies, such as TALIS (Teaching and Learning International Survey), PISA, or TIMMS (Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study). To do so would invite the charge of circularity, in light
of Shanghai’s success in PISA, given that the starting point is to consider the potential of Shanghai
practices to lead to improved outcomes in England. However, in relation to textbook use, we do draw
on such studies, given the relative lack of experimental studies outside of those that are focused on
specific textbook schemes.
In discussing whether or not practices are effective in increasing attainment, where available
we report numerical effect sizes; where this information is not available, we describe them as small,
medium, or large (following [61]). A ‘small’ (low) effect size is about 0.2, a ‘medium’ effect size is about
0.5, and a ‘large’ (high) effect size is about 0.8 or higher [62]. Hattie [61] suggests that programmes
with effect sizes of 0.4 or higher are worth considering for implementation.
In discussing this evidence, we consider how closely aligned the practices evaluated or researched
in the considered sources are to the practices implemented in MTE schools. Four categories are
used to summarise these relationships: closely aligned (the evidenced practices are closely related or
very similar to the MTE practices), weakly aligned (the evidenced practices may be related to MTE
mastery practice but are distinct from them), and somewhat aligned (neither closely or weakly aligned).
In addition, in some cases, the alignment of the MTE cohort 1 mastery practices to evidenced practices
varied; for example, being closely aligned to some previous studies but not to practices in others.
In this case, the category mixed was used (the evidenced practices vary in how related they are
to MTE practices). One possible criticism of our approach in relation to practices that are weakly
aligned is that the relevance of the evidence that does exist is debatable. However, including all core
components in the analysis does serve to underline that some of the proposed practices under the
mastery banner do not, yet, have a substantial evidence base.
In addition, we consider the amount of evidence there is with respect to practices that are aligned
to the MTE cohort 1 mastery practices. In relation to some practices, there is a large body of previous
research on the efficacy of the practices. However, in other cases, there is less previous research.
Here, we use the categories ‘extensive’, ‘limited’, and ‘some’. Where the amount of evidence varies
with regard to specific practices within a category or context, we use the term ‘variable’.
In England, the Sutton Trust has popularised the concept of ‘months’ progress as a measure [63].
However, putting aside the debates about whether this measure is generally appropriate, in the case of
a complex programme, such as the MTE, where multiple practices are being considered, referring to
“X months’ progress” might give the impression that the effects of practices could be added together in
a simple way.
At the end of each subsection, we summarise: the evidence for potential impact using
high/medium/low descriptors; the extent to which the practices that were evaluated in the relevant
research are similar or not to those implemented in schools; and the amount of relevant evidence.
5. Varied Interactive Teaching
We now turn to the first of the model components. The development of mathematical
understanding was supported in MTE schools by practices that together can be viewed as ‘varied
interactive teaching’, which in turn can be considered as consisting of two components: substantial
whole-class teaching in multiple part lessons with varying forms of activity, and interactive dialogue.
In East Asia, whole-class teaching is emphasised [36,37], as is mathematical talk [38,39].
Differences with English practices were noted by MTE cohort 1 participants, and this was an aspect of
practice that was one of the first to be focused on for change and development [21].
5.1. Substantial Whole-Class Teaching in Multiple Part Lessons with Varying Forms of Activity
The development of mathematical understanding was supported in schools by varied lesson
activities and structures. There are two interrelated features to this component: the first is the episodic
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nature of lesson structure with multiple parts of the lesson. The second is potentially an increase in
teacher-directed activity as well, specifically an increase in whole-class teaching.
‘Varied’ here refers to a range of different types of learning activity and frequent changes
between these. This contrasts with adopting a more compartmentalised lesson structure, such as the
National Numeracy Strategy ‘three part lesson’ [64]. MTE Schools implementing a Shanghai-informed
mastery approach reported that lessons followed a pattern of multiple short periods of questioning
and dialogue between teacher and pupils interspersed with short periods of pupils working on one or
two problems or tasks. This form of lesson structure was described variously as ‘to-ing and fro-ing’,
‘back and forth’, ‘short bursts of teacher-led activity’, and ‘I do, you do, I do, you do’ [23].
Data were collected regarding time spent on different forms of interaction during
mathematics teaching. Schools reported spending more than half (54%) of an average lesson on
whole-class interaction; however, as indicated above, this was typically spread out over the lesson,
alternating with other types of activity. Schools reported an increased emphasis on classroom talk
that was focused on process and understanding and an emphasis on precision in the use of formal
mathematical language.
There is little prior evidence on the relation between lesson structure or distinct lesson parts
and attainment. However, such an approach potentially supports other features of the pedagogies
implemented by schools; for example, the ‘to-ing and fro-ing’ could scaffold assessment for learning.
With regard to the second feature—teacher-directed activity including whole-class
teaching—Reynolds and Muijs [13] reviewed research on effective teaching of mathematics.
They observe that children learn more when they experience more time being actively taught or their
activity is supervised by the teacher, rather than working independently for extended periods of time.
Hattie [65] reports an effect size for direct instruction of 0.59 in a meta-analysis, and a more recent
review [66] similarly reports medium to high effects in general and 0.25 as a minimum found across a
large number of studies. However, it has been argued that the research underlying these contentions
derives largely from direct instruction in U.S. schools [67] and studies validated largely in relation to
the teaching of basic skills [68]. Also, the approaches adopted in MTE classrooms do not accord with
some of the descriptions of direct instruction in the literature. For example, most MTE classes adopted
all-attainment grouping or differentiation strategies that were appropriate to all-attainment teaching
(see below).
In an English-based study of a primary education innovation, it was found that the time spent
teaching the whole class was not associated directly with pupils’ progress. However, whole-class
teaching was associated with teacher behaviours or outcomes of behaviours that have been deemed
to be effective, such as time on task and direct teaching, and negatively associated with less-effective
practices, such as a high percentage of seat-work [13].
In summary, there is evidence that whole-class teaching can have a positive medium-strength
effect on attainment. However, the relationship between the type of practices previously studied and
those adopted in MTE schools is mixed given that, in some cases, the MTE mastery practices and
the prior research appear to be closely aligned but in other cases more weakly aligned. In addition,
for practices where there appears to be a closer alignment, the evidence is limited.
5.2. Interactive Dialogue
There were two aspects to interactive dialogue reported by MTE teachers: teacher–pupil talk and
pupil–pupil talk. The degree of interaction between teacher and pupils, often through questioning,
potentially supports the development of understanding and allows the teacher to assess understanding
in order to guide further teacher elaboration or explanation. Teacher elaboration [69] and teacher
clarity are positively associated with improved outcomes, with Hattie [61] reporting in general that
teacher clarity has an effect size of 0.75.
The value of rich classroom talk is supported by research on dialogic teaching [70,71].
Interaction in dialogic teaching encourages pupils to engage in meaningful talk that is cumulative,
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supportive, reciprocal, collective, and purposeful [70]. So, questions are structured to provoke
thoughtful answers and these answers prompt further questions. Answers are seen as the building
blocks of dialogue rather than its end, and exchanges among teacher and pupils are chained into
coherent lines of discussion rather than left disconnected [70]. This is similar to the patterns of talk
that are reported by those implementing changes informed by the MTE.
Mercer and Sams [72] report an evaluation of the ‘Thinking Together’ intervention for mathematics
learning in Year 5 using dialogic principles. This intervention led to substantial changes in classroom
practice (seven teachers undertook the intervention with 196 pupils) and significant gains in
mathematics scores when compared with a control group, with an effect size of +0.59. The Thinking
Together intervention consisted of 12 lessons, focusing on data handling, properties of numbers,
and number sequences. Although positive effects were observed, the sample size was small, and the
intervention focused on a particular section of one curriculum subject. More recently, Jay et al., [71]
reported an efficacy trial of dialogic teaching that involved Year 5 classes (9–10 year-old children) in
78 schools over two school terms (approximately seven months). A small positive effect was seen in
intervention schools, compared to control schools, for attainment in English, mathematics, and science.
In mathematics, an effect size of 0.09 was reported: a minimal effect. The smaller effect that is reported
here may be due to the larger scale of the study and the attempt to introduce a complex intervention
across the whole curriculum.
Beyond research on dialogic teaching, aspects of the type of classroom communication that are
promoted as part of a mastery approach have been found to have moderate to high utility in a variety
of studies. These aspects include elaborative interrogation (generating explanations of why a fact or
concept is true) and self-explanation (explaining how new information is related to known information
or explaining steps taken in problem-solving) [69].
To summarise the above discussion, a recent trial in England reported low but positive effects
of practices similar to those that were identified in MTE schools. However, other studies have
reported higher effects. Previously evaluated practices appear to be closely aligned to those that are
implemented in MTE schools. However, overall, the amount of evidence is variable, given few impact
studies of more closely aligned practices but more extensive evidence of related practices.
6. Mathematically Meaningful and Coherent Activity
An analysis of Shanghai teaching emphasises the importance of developing conceptual
understanding and fluency through mathematically meaningful and coherent activities. In the
implementation in England, three aspects are prominent:
• depth and meaning: for example, by focusing on a mathematical structure often by aiming to use
conceptual and procedural variation [39];
• a much increased and more sophisticated use of mathematical models, including visual and
concrete representations; and
• the use of resources that are designed to communicate mathematics coherently to pupils, and by
implication to teachers; for example, the use of textbooks.
The evidence for the efficacy of each of these approaches is considered in turn.
6.1. Depth and Meaning
Here, the promotion of mathematical depth and meaning is considered in relation to practices that
are separate from the use of models and representation. A limitation of the approach to review we have
taken is a discontinuity between practices advocated for as mastery in this regard and prior evidence.
‘Depth’ is an important concept in the mastery discourse in England with a recommendation to seek
to go deeper rather than introduce new content. However, depth in itself has not been a subject
for evaluation of effect, possibly because it is difficult to define. However, depth is associated
with emphasising mathematical thinking, conceptual understanding, and mathematical structures.
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In English mastery approaches, this is supported by a variety of approaches, including the careful
selection of tasks and series of questions, often described in terms of the principles of variation
theory [39]. There is a lack of meta-analyses for studies exploring the use of tasks and task construction.
However, specific programmes have provided some evidence for efficacy, particularly where teacher
subject knowledge supports effective use [73,74].
The type of approach that is adopted by many MTE schools accords also with evidence for
the effective use of problem-solving, as well as the teaching of problem-solving as a pedagogical
strategy [75]. One aspect of this is assisting pupils to reflect on solving mathematical problems
(nine studies with effect sizes of 0.31–2.54 for immediate post-test, op cit). A second aspect is instruction
in multiple problem-solving strategies (four studies, effect sizes 0.20–0.33 for immediate post-test).
Evidence for other approaches to multiple problem-solving strategies, such as comparing strategies or
generating multiple strategies, is more mixed.
Thus, a range of effect sizes are reported in interventions that promote teaching for depth
and meaning, although in different ways. In relation to task use or the careful selection of tasks,
while attention to these aspects is recommended, there is a lack of secure evidence. The evidence
base for teaching problem-solving strategies is stronger; however, the relationship to MTE practices is
mixed rather than clear. Thus, effect sizes are low to high, the relationship between prior evidence and
MTE practices is mixed, and the extent of the evidence base is variable.
6.2. Models and Representations
Shanghai schools make greater use of visual representations than is often found in English schools.
MTE schools have adopted these approaches and, influenced by Singaporean pedagogy, they have
also increased the use of concrete materials and manipulatives, particularly extending this across all
age ranges (and not just younger children as previously) and attainment levels (rather than focusing
use on low-attaining pupils) [21].
The importance of pupils’ understanding and the use of different representations is widely
noted in the mathematics education literature [76]. However, there is mixed evidence for
efficacy [77]. Sowell found no positive effect when comparing pictorial and abstract/symbolic
representations, although a meta-analysis of studies with pupils with learning disabilities found
positive results [78]. Woodward et al. [75] drew on six randomised controlled trials to recommend the
use of visual representations; effect sizes varied from 0.21 to 1.87 on immediate post-test. The use of
visual representations is specifically recommended to support low-attaining pupils [79].
A weakness in the research base and, consequently, the meta-analyses is that they focus on
experimental designs where pictorial representations (and this also relates to the concrete materials
that are discussed below) were the central or main feature of the intervention or programme.
However, in the MTE cohort 1 schools adopting a mastery pedagogy, the use of models and
representations is embedded in other practices. Nevertheless, there are a number of programmes,
such as the ‘Increasing Competence and Confidence in Algebra and Multiplicative Structures’
(ICCAMS) project, which make considerable use of multiple representations embedded in a pedagogy
that has some features similar to the way in which representations feature in mastery practices [80].
These programmes have shown positive effects, but are not interventions specifically to promote
pictorial or visual use. Similarly, the value of modelling is also supported indirectly by evidence of
the impact of approaches such as Realistic Mathematics Education on problem-solving skills and
conceptual understanding [81].
There is also positive evidence for the effectiveness of the use of concrete materials or
manipulatives [82]. A meta-analysis [77] indicated positive effects when compared with a symbolic
abstract-only condition (for example, pencil and paper work from a textbook) across all elementary
grade levels. More recent studies, albeit involving small numbers of students, have shown similar
outcomes (e.g., [83–85]).
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There is also potentially an effect on teacher knowledge from adopting these practices.
However, the influence of an increased use of representations on teachers’ knowledge and practice
is complex. For example, greater use may or may not lead to changes in how representations are used
in terms of classroom activity, but may change classroom talk. The increased use is also sensitive to
forms of professional development [76].
In summary, the evidence for the effectiveness of the extensive use of models and representations
in mathematics varies across different studies, from low to high efficacy. This is based on multiple
randomised controlled trials (RCTs). However, such RCTs often examine representation or model use in
isolation rather than as practices that are embedded in more complex pedagogies. Nevertheless, there
appears to be relatively close alignment between MTE school practices and the available evidence in
terms of the type of models used and the evidence is extensive.
6.3. Mathematically Coherent Resources
Many schools involved in the MTE have changed the resources that they use either to inform
planning or directly as learning activities with pupils. For many of them, this has meant adopting
textbooks that are translations or based on those found in East Asia. As yet, no systematic research has
been undertaken on how similar or different the translated versions are to the East Asian originals.
Research on mathematics textbooks is generally focused on their role, the analysis and comparison
of content, and how they are used [86]. In a review of research in this area, no efficacy trial is reported
(op cit), indicating that where trials are undertaken (such as those reported in [87]), theorising about
textbook use in itself is not a priority. Evidence on the relationship between textbooks and pupils’
learning is often based on a comparison of selected textbooks rather than comparing use of a textbook
with no textbook use at all. Slavin and Lake [87] reviewed a number of studies involving textbooks
and reported mixed outcomes, including when looking at repeated trials of the same textbook.
However, generalising from these findings is problematic in relation to the materials used by
schools in the MTE, not least because schools employ them in a variety of ways: to inform planning,
use directly with children, or a mixture of both. Thirty of the original 48 schools were either directly
using materials with students or informing lesson planning with materials that were either translations
of, or designed and informed by, Shanghai or (in most cases) Singapore materials [23]. With regard to
the Singapore materials, as noted earlier, there is evidence of positive gains from engagement in such
programmes from previous trials [50,51].
Nevertheless, although textbooks can promote “deep and connected knowledge” [88] (p. 186), it is
important to recognise that how teachers use textbooks and how they interpret them varies and they
cannot be analysed only in terms of content [88] (ibid). An additional and indirect potential effect of the
use of textbooks is improving teachers’ mathematical knowledge. The issue of subject knowledge and
primary teachers has been recognised as important for some time in England (see, for example, [89]);
teachers’ mathematical knowledge contributes to gains in pupils’ mathematical achievement [90].
Evidence for the effect in general for the use of textbooks is limited, and there have not been trials
of the Shanghai- or Singapore-informed materials that most MTE schools were using (if they were
using such materials at all). Based on the limited available data, the alignment between evaluations of
historic interventions involving textbooks (e.g., [87]) and MTE practices is weak; that is, practices are
not closely aligned with previously reported interventions. For example, with regard to textbooks,
one recent Singapore-informed textbook subject to a quasi-experimental evaluation [51] was used by
only a few of those MTE cohort 1 schools adopting textbooks [23]. Most schools that used textbooks to
inform planning or with pupils were using materials that had not been subject to an impact evaluation
at the time of the research. Given the limited evidence on the impact of the use of textbooks in general
and the lack of specific evidenced in relation to textbooks actually being used, it is not possible to
categorise the potential effect of using textbooks, or indeed other mathematically coherent resources,
separately from specific programmes.
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7. Full Curriculum Access for All
In Shanghai primary schools, there is an emphasis on the whole class learning curriculum
content together. English schools have mirrored this and supported pupils to access content by:
• slowing the pace through the curriculum to ensure greater access by more learners;
• decreasing the use of in-class or across-class grouping by prior attainment (‘ability’ grouping)
and instead adopting differentiation strategies that are focused on deepening and support, rather
than through tasks pre-allocated to particular groups of pupils, to support pupils to access the
full curriculum; and
• responsive intervention, including the use of a daily intervention, which is in some cases linked
to timetabling changes; for example, splitting lessons or introducing short additional periods
typically to promote factual knowledge.
The evidence for the efficacy of these sets of practices is now considered.
7.1. Curriculum Pace for Whole-Class Access
In prevailing English practice, at least prior to the mastery innovation, classes in primary schools
are often divided either into sets or within-class attainment groups. Different work is allocated
to children who are perceived to have different levels of ‘ability’ as measured in attainment tests.
A consequence of this is that not all pupils access the full curriculum. The increase in whole-class
teaching outlined above potentially reverses this. Interestingly, at the time of the implementation of
the National Numeracy Strategy, the arguments made for adopting interactive whole-class teaching
included enabling low-attaining pupils to access the whole curriculum, although the case was made
more explicitly about the literacy strategy than for mathematics [91]. One consequence of this practice
was to slow the curriculum pace down. By curriculum ‘pace’ we mean the rate at which curriculum
content is covered, and this related to how quickly material is taught [92] as opposed to the pace
of changes of type of activities or practices within the lesson, which also relates to the frequency of
interaction and varying types of activity. To distinguish between these two forms of pace, we refer
here to this second form of pace as the rhythm of the lesson, and previously we have also referred to
this as ‘tempo’ (see [21]). The rhythm of a lesson metaphorically is formed by regarding each change
in activity as a beat. An activity here can mean on the scale of a part of a lesson or at a finer grain in
terms of who is speaking or leading in an interaction. Thus, it is possible for the curriculum pace to
slow whilst the rhythm increases.
However, the rationale for slowing the curriculum pace was related not only to issues of
engaging all learners, according to MTE interviewees. Those involved in the exchange also noted the
‘tiny steps’ that Shanghai teachers would take in breaking down procedures or concepts to ensure full
understanding by all [21,23].
There is little specific research on interventions concerning the effect of slowing the
curriculum pace. Arguably, ‘learning for mastery’ [3–5] involves slowing the curriculum pace to ensure
understanding before new content is introduced. Similarly, this is a feature of some forms of direct
instruction [66], in which mastery of previous material is required before new material is introduced.
Essential to learning for mastery is a view that everyone can succeed mathematically, except those
with specific cognitive disabilities, if appropriate resources, support, time, and teaching are provided.
A similar sensibility is promoted in current East-Asian-inspired conceptions of mastery teaching.
Features of learning for mastery approaches are [4]:
• diagnostic pre-assessment;
• high-quality group-based instruction;
• monitoring of progress through regular formative assessment; and
• high-quality corrective instruction for individuals or groups.
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Thus, it may be that evidence for learning for mastery is relevant to current English mastery
initiatives; however, the relationship is not clear. Learning for mastery has been extensively evaluated
and is considered to be effective [62].
Qualitative studies indicate that pupils’ experience of a fast curriculum pace in secondary school
mathematics classes can lead to alienation of learners and a sense of them not being able to keep
up [92]. Thus, it is plausible that there may be a mediating change in affect when the pace is slowed.
However, whether primary school pupils also experience a fast curriculum pace, and if so whether
this has a negative effect on affect, is not known.
Watson and De Geest [93] report that teachers working with lower-attaining pupils who were
found to be successful in comparison with other teachers with similar groups, specifically in developing
pupils’ mathematical thinking, worked to a different timescale than others. These teachers spent
longer on each topic than was recommended or usual, and spent longer on specific tasks to support
participation, reasoning, understanding, and mathematical connectedness. Thus, if curriculum pace is
important then the mechanism may be, at least in part, that a slower pace enables teachers to employ
the types of teaching approaches that are discussed above rather than because a slow pace leads
directly to greater learning.
To summarise, there is a lack of specific evidence on the relationship between curriculum pace
and attainment or on interventions to slow curriculum pace. Evidence from mastery learning may be
relevant, as may be qualitative research concerning learner engagement and disaffection. However, this
does not allow for determining a potential size of effect. The relationship between the evidence that
does exist and the MTE practices is weakly aligned given the different contexts of the research.
7.2. Differentiation by Deepening and Support
Differentiation by deepening and support contrasts with differentiation by ‘ability’. As discussed
above, constructs of ability are often central to how pupils are organised in English classrooms either
by setting (grouping pupils by perceived ability into different classes) or by in-class grouping or both.
This generally means that pupils have different access to the curriculum with different tasks allocated
to them depending on teacher judgement. Many schools adopting Shanghai-informed pedagogies
adopted all-attainment grouping. In the schools that embraced all-attainment teaching, efforts were
made to change discourses of ability and to refer to children in different ways. Further, even in
schools where pupils sat with others of similar perceived ability, schools had commonly changed
practice to give the same tasks to all children and then provide additional support to those that need
it (see below in the section on ‘responsive intervention’) or deepening tasks for others. It was not
predetermined who would receive additional support or the deepening tasks. Schools adopting such
practices assented to a label of this approach as ‘differentiation by deepening and support’.
There is limited evidence, in primary education, about differences in outcomes between attainment
grouping and all-attainment grouping (colloquially ‘mixed ability’). Overall, no positive difference is
found either way [43]. Thus, the encouragement by government and its agencies, such as OFSTED
(The Office for Standards in Education—the English schools’ inspection service), during the 1990s to
increase grouping by attainment [94] is not evidence-based.
A meta-analysis that does not distinguish between secondary and primary schooling suggests
a small overall negative effect of grouping by attainment [62]. Thus, it might be expected that
moving to all-attainment grouping in the MTE schools could, if anything, have a small positive effect.
Moreover, schools reported making considerable changes to their approach to differentiation.
However, the new primary mathematics curriculum discourages ‘acceleration’; that is, providing
pupils with material or content drawn from future years’ programmes of study. Rather, it encourages
deepening of understanding as the main differentiation approach. Thus, it is unclear to what extent the
changes to differentiation practices were due to the participation in the exchange or a general response
to curriculum change.
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In summary, the evidence shows that adopting all-attainment teaching practices is unlikely
to greatly affect attainment, so any positive effect in MTE mathematics classes is likely to be low;
however, a negative effect is also unlikely. MTE school practices appear to be closely aligned to
the evidence base, save for a lack of evidence in the primary education context. Thus, overall,
the relationship between evaluated practices and the MTE is mixed and the extent of evidence
is variable.
7.3. Responsive Teaching: Formative Assessment
Although not an explicit mastery practice, formative assessment practice has changed in MTE
cohort 1 schools as part of their approaches to changing differentiation practices and engaging the
whole class. Formative assessment is enacted on two different timescales. One is in the ‘back and
forth’ process described above, in which pupil responses inform teacher response and importantly
when to take the next step. In the second timescale, each lesson is a time unit to inform the responsive
intervention discussed above.
Formative assessment is carried out in order to identify gaps in pupils’ knowledge and so enable
teachers to focus on those areas where pupils need further input to build on their existing knowledge
and therefore make progress [95]. Evidence shows that a number of strategies contribute to effective
formative assessment; for example, clarifying learning goals with learners and empowering pupils to be
a learning resource for one another [96]. Using more informal assessment and formative evaluation is
considered to be effective practice with medium to high effect sizes reported in the meta-analyses [65].
There is particularly strong evidence for the use of effective feedback in assessment [62].
For example, looking across the 12 meta-analyses assessing the influence of feedback, Hattie and
Timperley [97] found an average effect size of 0.79.
In order to carry out effective formative assessment in mathematics, teachers need to know the
mathematical misconceptions that pupils may develop or have already developed [98]; these can then
be identified and explained to pupils as part of assessment feedback [98,99]. In Shanghai classrooms,
pupils’ explanation and reasoning skills are embedded further through the routine presentation and
discussion of common mathematical misconceptions. Teachers in the second year of MTE interviews
reported how their lesson preparation had started to include detailed planning of questions that related
to anticipated misconceptions.
Although formative assessment practices with medium to high effects have been identified in the
literature based on extensive evidence, the relationship between MTE practices and those evaluated in
the meta-analyses on formative assessment is not clear; at best, the evidence is somewhat aligned with
MTE mastery practices.
7.4. Responsive Intervention
Informal interventions and formal interventions in mathematics are both established features of
practice in English primary schools [100]. Many MTE schools reported to have changed their approach
to identifying pupils for intervention. Previously, schools often used teaching assistants in class to
support the same groups of pupils in every lesson or to work with small groups on a weekly basis.
Teaching assistants support qualified teachers and work under their direction. Deployment of teaching
assistants in this way has been found to be ineffective in England [101].
Instead, MTE schools increasingly identified pupils daily who needed additional tuition or
support with particular lesson content; this also informed and supported the greater use of assessment
for learning and formative evaluation. Pupils were supported on a one-to-one or small-group basis by
the teacher.
One-to-one tuition in mathematics can be an effective intervention [63,102,103]. Effect sizes
reported in a recent trial where tuition was undertaken by a qualified teacher in England were
reported as 0.34 for general mathematics attainment and 1.11 for a test of early number knowledge and
skills [103]. A trial of an intervention where tuition was undertaken by teaching assistants, who were
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provided with specific training and materials, found effect sizes of 0.21–0.24 depending on the details
of the training and materials used. However, some caution is needed here, as the evidence cited
is for specific programmes that were aimed at remediation. Further, such programmes have been
found to produce high initial gains, but these can then tail off or drop once the programme ends;
for example, the Maths Recovery programme [104]. On the other hand, it may be that an intervention
that is more closely aligned with the regular programme of study could be more effective than a
supplementary programme, given that it may enable students to access regular teaching more fully.
However, this is untested, although there is a trial of an MTE-informed daily intervention approach
now underway [105].
Overall, previous research suggests there is potential for low to medium effects of changes
in intervention practices in MTE schools and this is based on multiple trials. However, given the
specificity of the evaluated programmes, the relationship of MTE practices to the evidence base is
weak in some cases and somewhat aligned in others, and so mixed overall.
8. Knowledge of Mathematical Facts and Discourse
The fourth component of the implemented mastery pedagogy focused on knowledge of
mathematical facts and discourse. There were two aspects to this:
• an increased emphasis on factual recall often leading to specific episodes in the day to
support this; and
• a focus on the precise use of mathematical language.
Both of these sub-components supported pupils’ capacity to engage mathematically, including in
interactive dialogue.
8.1. Precise Mathematical Language
The precise use of mathematical language was an aspect of Shanghai pedagogy that was often
remarked on by the English MTE teachers who visited Shanghai and one that was readily adopted.
There is some evidence for the effectiveness of teaching approaches that include this. A review of
mathematical vocabulary was included as a technique in a programme of meta-cognitive instruction
for low-attaining students [106]. The programme as a whole had a strong effect (2.18), although the
role of language precision in relation to other aspects of the intervention is not identifiable separately.
Given that this specific evidence is lacking, the relationship between MTE practices (which also vary
across schools) and the one identified study is weak, thus meaning that identifying a likely effect size
is not possible. Further, evidence in this area is limited to a small number of trials rather than based on
a meta-analysis.
8.2. Memorising Mathematical Facts, Relationships, and Structure
As with curriculum pace, MTE teachers visiting Shanghai remarked on the level of factual
knowledge of the children. They considered this to be important in two ways: directly as a feature
of mathematical proficiency, but also in supporting pupils to access the curriculum and participate
in the pedagogical approaches, such as interactive dialogue. The importance of factual knowledge
was often translated in MTE cohort 1 schools with a particular focus on knowledge of times tables.
This concern may reflect not only the lessons drawn from engagement in the MTE but also the current
policy and societal discourses about this issue and the increased emphasis in the new curriculum and
assessment arrangements. In MTE schools, the most common way to address factual knowledge was
via the introduction of an additional, short period explicitly for learning and practising number facts,
often focused on times tables but not exclusively so. These periods might be built into lessons—thus
echoing one approach to the National Numeracy ‘starter’—or as an additional 5–10 min episode at
another time in the day.
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There is some evidence for the effectiveness of these kinds of approaches, and they are
recommended as part of interventions to improve mathematical outcomes specifically for “pupils
struggling with mathematics”, with a recommendation of 10 minutes of regular practice to build “fluent
retrieval of basic arithmetical facts” [79] (p. 37). Some studies compare different approaches to learning
facts and so do not give insight into the effect of introducing such practices. However, three studies
comparing regular practice with a ‘no instruction’ condition report effect sizes of 0.19–0.60 (op cit,
p. 83). A weakness in the evidence base is a focus only on younger primary pupils in these studies
(U.S. grades 1–3). Supplemental teaching/episodes of this sort have been found in other studies and
reviews to have positive effects in general, particularly for low-attaining students [107].
Thus, there is low to medium efficacy reported for programmes that target factual knowledge
in mathematics. Given both the variability of how learning of facts was implemented in MTE schools,
and variation across the evaluated programmes, the alignment of practices is mixed with some
alignment to reported practices in some schools and weak alignment in relation to others. The evidence
base is limited with only three RCTs reported, and these focused on the early primary years.
9. Professional Development
In each of the previous sections, we have included a discussion of ways in which MTE schools
have implemented or adapted Shanghai practices, and we have considered the evidence in relation
to each of the core components of the approach. However, the evidence on effective professional
development tends to report and describe professional development holistically. So, in this section,
we firstly describe the research evidence on effective professional development and then discuss
Shanghai practice and the MTE schools’ interpretation and here consider the three sub-components or
features highlighted earlier in proposing core components: collaborative; embedded and close to daily
practice; and mathematically focused.
However, before doing so, we expand on an earlier note that professional development in
Shanghai contrasts with that found in England. In Shanghai, teachers engage in intensive, ongoing
school-based professional development [108], with mathematics teachers undertaking 340–560 h in
the first five years post-qualification [33,34] (NSCL, 2013, 2014). MTE cohort 1 schools use a variety
of sustained professional development activities to support the implementation of mastery practices,
which can be categorised as formal, embedded, or informal activities. Formal activities include
in-school CPD sessions and staff meetings, Teacher Research Groups, attendance at external courses,
conferences and workshops, in-class support and modelling, and observation. Embedded activities
relate to engagement in teaching practices, such as collaborative lesson planning, which in turn gives
rise to new learning. Informal professional learning activities relate to unplanned informal teacher
discussion that takes place, for example, in the staff room during break times.
9.1. Effective Teacher Professional Development
The forms of professional development found in Shanghai accord with research evidence on
effective professional development. Reviews identify that it should have the following features:
• sustained over time [109];
• localised, adaptive, and varied [60,109,110];
• tailored to teacher needs [110,111] including being shaped by the context in which teachers
practice [60,112];
• teachers are agentic [111] and encouraged to adapt practices rather than reproduce them [109];
• professional development involves enquiry as a key tool [110,111]; and
• collaboration is central [110–113].
Turning to evidence of the effect of professional development on pupil
outcomes, Lomos et al.’s [114] meta-analysis of the impact of five studies of professional learning
communities found a small effect (0.25) on pupil achievement. However, the data are primarily drawn
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from secondary schools, and the lack of a conceptual and empirical definition of professional learning
communities is noted by the authors. Specifically, in relation to primary mathematics, programmes
that focus on mathematics content have been found to be effective [87].
In synthesising nine studies where the features of professional development corresponded to the
characteristics listed above, Yoon et al. [109] identified overall moderate effect sizes of 0.54 on average,
and Hattie [65] conducted two syntheses of larger studies reporting effect sizes of 0.51 (2011) and 0.62 (2009).
With regard to these findings, professional development may produce a direct effect on pupils that
is not mediated by the sorts of practices already discussed as being core components of MTE pedagogy.
For example, professional development may lead to improved teacher self-esteem and so influence
the classroom climate, which is itself linked to a positive impact [61,65]. However, professional
development is mainly effective because it leads to changes in practice, so the possible professional
development impact may already be factored into the potential effects discussed in previous sections.
9.2. MTE Teacher Professional Development
Three features of teacher professional development in MTE schools were identified from the
analysis, and each of these is discussed in turn below. Taken together, they accord with the features
that were identified as effective and considered above.
9.2.1. Collaborative Professional Development
MTE cohort 1 schools implemented Teacher Research Groups (TRGs) as an adaptation, at a
smaller scale, of the ones teachers observed in Shanghai. In Shanghai, extensive networks of vertically
and horizontally organised TRGs are found [108,115]. Immediately following the exchange year,
mastery-focused TRGs were formed of teachers within the MTE schools or also including teachers
drawn from nearby schools. Subsequently, TRGs or working groups were formed and led by
mastery specialists within the Teaching for Mastery Programme, and involved schools from across the
35 regional Maths Hub areas.
The characteristics of TRGs in the MTE schools differed from those found in Shanghai.
One difference is that, in Shanghai, vertical organisation of TRGs across districts and with
University-based mathematics educators provides a defined structure at the system level that leads to
a relatively close coupling [116] between TRGs. This differs from the looser and more ad-hoc coupling
(if any) between MTE cohort 1 TRGs through Maths Hubs. In addition, Some MTE cohort 1 schools
were influenced by the Japanese lesson study approach (e.g., [117]) involving joint planning, observing
the lesson (in person or on video), and post-lesson discussion.
The lesson study influence meant that the ‘research’ aspect of a teacher research group
was preserved. However, in other schools, the format, even if referred to as a TRG, was different to
the Shanghai model and more similar to cascade practices similar to those found as legacies of the
National Numeracy Strategy. In these cases, joint planning was omitted, and instead the delivery of
the lesson by the teacher who had participated in the MTE was the focus of a post-lesson discussion.
Post-lesson discussions in these cases included the rationale for planning, as well as the group’s
detailed exploration of what had happened during the lesson. There was variation between MTE
cohort schools as to whether TRGs were sustained over time or were one-off activities and as to
whether they were restricted to the MTE participant’s school or included teachers from other schools.
MTE cohort 1 teachers considered TRGs to be effective in supporting professional learning.
In addition to formal TRGs, increases in collaborative lesson planning were reported by (most)
MTE schools, and interviewees also pointed to the importance of modelling mastery teaching outside
of the more formal framework of TRGs, either to a group of teachers or on a one-to-one basis.
9.2.2. Embedded and Close to Daily Practice
Not all MTE schools reported sustaining TRGs beyond hosting Shanghai teachers. An alternative
to TRGs (or in some cases supplementing them) was the strategy of embedding professional
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development in regular activities. As a result, professional development was linked to daily practice
and this was also reported as being effective. Examples of these embedded activities were teachers’
use of textbook exercises or other mastery-oriented resources as well as novel artefacts for planning
that supported the focus on key mathematical ideas or structures. A specific example here was the
use of ‘concrete-pictorial-abstract’ as a planning rubric. So, for example, schools reported using the
rubric as a means to structure lessons and to include different representations or models, following
a sequence from the use of manipulatives or objects, visual representation—often some form of bar
model—before the introduction of symbolic representation. As noted above, planning would often
have a collaborative aspect and this was highlighted as a change of practice in many schools [21,23].
9.2.3. Mathematically Focused
A feature of both the collaborative and embedded professional development was a focus on
mathematics and mathematical meaning. For example, the detailed focus on developing conceptual
and procedural fluency in lesson planning was perceived to enhance subject knowledge and
support teachers in developing questions. One approach to this was to focus on identifying the
connections between different mathematical concepts in planning to identify how mathematical
meaning progressively developed [21]. Textbooks were perceived to improve subject knowledge and
confidence; for example, in how to use resources effectively. Some schools chose to select questions
from a variety of East-Asian-informed textbooks, and the process of deciding which resources to use
could entail discussion of mathematical structure [23].
9.3. Potential Effects of MTE Professional Development
The forms of professional development that were enacted by MTE schools accord with the general
features of effective professional development. In relation to studies of effectiveness that report medium
effect sizes, MTE professional development has the potential to realise this. However, the extent to
which the more fine-grained details of practices in MTE schools are similar to practices in the reported
studies is mixed. Whilst there is extensive evidence of the effects of PD on teacher practice, the amount
of evidence on pupil outcomes is variable, at least in relation to the type of professional development
engaged in by MTE cohort 1 schools.
10. Prospects for Improvement in Attainment Outcomes
The central motivation for the mastery policy in England is the potential to improve pupil
attainment [14,21]. In this section, we summarise the review of literature on the efficacy of the identified
core components. However, the extent to which the evidence is applicable to components of mastery
pedagogy varies. Table 3 summarises this evidence (note that Q-E denotes quasi-experimental).
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Table 3. A summary of evidence for the efficacy of the core components.
Component Group Component Effect
Alignment of MTE
Practices to
Evidence Base
Extent of the
Evidence Base Notes
Varied interactive teaching Substantial whole-class variedteaching in multiple part lessons Medium Mixed Limited
Lack of extensive randomised controlled trial
(RCT)/quasi-experimental (Q-E) evidence on some aspects of
lesson structures. Issue of relationship between direct instruction
and MTE practices.
Varied interactive teaching Interactive dialogue Low to high Closely aligned Variable
A recent trial in England reports a low but positive effect size; other
studies relevant to MTE practices report high effects. Trials of very
similar practices more limited but other relevant Q-E evidence.
Mathematically meaningful and
coherent activity Depth and meaning Low to high Mixed Variable
Lack of RCT/Q-E on task use. Multiple RCTs on
problem-solving strategies.
Mathematically meaningful and
coherent activity Models and representations Low to high Closely aligned Extensive Multiple studies, RCT, and other interventions.
Mathematically meaningful and
coherent activity Mathematically coherent resources N/A Weakly aligned Limited
A lack of RCT/Q-E on task use. RCT on textbook use focused on
specific schemes so not applicable.
Full curriculum access for all Curriculum pace forwhole-class access NA Weakly aligned Limited
Evidence from mastery learning trials may be applicable but this is
not clear. Features of MTE practice have some similarity with
reports of practices.
Full curriculum access for all Teaching to attainment bydeepening and support Low Mixed Variable
Reported reviews are of overall negative effects of
‘ability’ grouping. However, relative lack of research in
primary years.
Full curriculum access for all Responsive teaching:formative assessment Medium to high Somewhat aligned Extensive
Reported practices appear similar to those reported in the literature
and the meta-analyses are based on a large number of
interventions with different features.
Full curriculum access for all Responsive intervention Low to medium Mixed Extensive Trials of one-to-one intervention are specific to programmes andmay not be comparable to MTE embedded practices.
Knowledge of mathematical facts
and language Precise mathematical language N/A Weakly aligned Limited Single study and use of language embedded in another study.
Knowledge of mathematical facts
and language
Memorising facts, relationships,
and structures Low to medium Mixed Limited Three RCTs, however in the early primary years.
MTE Professional development
Collaborative, embedded and close
to daily practice,
and mathematically focused
Medium Mixed Variable
Evidence for impact of continuing professional development (CPD)
on pupils is limited.
More extensive evidence for an impact on teacher practices.
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Some caution is needed when interpreting this summary. In some cases, effect sizes may be
based on specific tests that are related to the practice. For example, the effect size reported of the
efficacy of instruction periods to enhance factual knowledge is not a measure of general mathematical
attainment but the effect on recall of factual knowledge. Further, these different possible effects
cannot be simply added together. For example, an increased use of multiple representations can
support greater classroom talk particularly of the sort requiring pupil explanation. However, it is also
possible that the combination of these practices may have a multiplying effect, with some practices
amplifying others. It may be that the effect of professional development itself would not be additional
to the effect of potential changes of practice that stem from the professional development learning.
Overall, although this is a complex intervention and one that is evolving, the evidence for
specific components suggests that it has the potential to lead to positive effects on pupil attainment.
However, a key driver for the policy, as pointed to in the introduction to this paper, is the comparative
difference between English outcomes on international tests and those in East Asian education systems.
Although the review of the efficacy of components indicates the potential for improvements, these
appear to be modest relative to differences on PISA tests.
For comparison, in 2012, the difference on PISA maths tests between Shanghai and the U.K. was
119 points [118]; this is on a test that was originally standardised to give a standard deviation of 100
and a mean of 500. If an equivalent of an effect size was to be calculated, then the standard deviation
of both Shanghai and U.K./England test scores would need to be considered. However, an indication
for comparison with the evidence discussed below is given by the estimated effect size equivalent
of 1.19 standard deviations. Notwithstanding earlier cautions about translation of effect sizes into
units of time, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development OECD suggests that
this difference is equivalent to approximately three years of schooling according to the OECD [119],
and more than one year if using Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) guidance on converting
standard deviation into months’ progress [120]. This suggests that policy-makers’ hopes may not be
realised if the aim is to match outcomes in East Asia given the type of increases in outcomes as a result
of an application of practices similar to those of the core components.
11. Priorities for Implementation and Evidence Gathering
In this section, we consider the implications of the analysis of evidence summarised in the
previous section. We discuss priorities for implementation of a mastery pedagogy and professional
experimentation and for further evidence gathering. Arguably, different variations of mastery
pedagogies—indigenous East Asian pedagogy and the current teaching for mastery formulation—need
to be considered in holistic ways as different practices that are mutually supportive. Nevertheless,
the analysis of components of MTE mastery pedagogy presented here, and the review of the relevant
evidence, allows us to identify specific practices that schools and teachers may choose to prioritise
for implementation. Although mastery pedagogy is promoted as a coherent whole, in practice,
schools and teachers make choices about what aspects to implement first [22,23]. What then does
the review of evidence suggest about priorities for implementation if the main purpose is to change
attainment outcomes?
We contend that evidence-informed priorities should be those practices for which there are:
• examples of evidence of medium or high efficacy for related practices; and
• a moderate or close relationship between this evidence and the mastery practices; and
• the evidence is robust.
Applying these criteria to the summary in Table 3 suggests that the following practices should be
considered as priorities for implementation:
• Interactive dialogue and mathematical problems/tasks that promote this;
• A greater use of models and representations with multiple models used in relation to the same
mathematical concepts; and
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• Responsive teaching using formative assessment.
In addition, collaborative professional development that is mathematically focused, embedded,
and close to practice is recommended to support change. The evidence for the impact of such
professional development on attainment is limited. However, given (1) that it has been demonstrated
to be effective in changing practice, and (2) it is a route to professional experimentation in relation to
the above priorities, then it should be adopted by schools that are attempting to implement mastery
approaches and/or the recommended components. Whilst the analysis presented has focused on
MTE cohort 1 mastery pedagogy, these components or practices are recognisable within other mastery
pedagogy formulations.
The practices that the analysis has pointed to as priorities for implementation align with general
recommendations and guidance for mathematics teachers based on review (e.g., [73,74]). This is
not surprising given that the same evidence base informs both the specific mastery-oriented review
presented in this paper and more general reviews of effective practice in mathematics teaching.
However, in addition to these recommendations for implementation at the school and classroom level,
the analysis of the evidence also indicates areas for further specific evidence gathering in relation to
mastery pedagogies, alongside evaluation of the implementation of mastery approaches as a whole.
These specific practices require evaluation given that they are currently promoted in a range of
formulations of mastery pedagogy. The analysis in this paper has focused on the mastery pedagogy
implemented by MTE cohort 1 schools; given subsequent developments, formulations in the policy
promoted ‘teaching for mastery’ would be the most appropriate foci.
Evaluation here would entail both considering the potential effect of the practices but also a more
in-depth consideration of how practices are implemented. As noted above, there is a relationship
between whole-class teaching as implemented in MTE cohort 1 schools and apparently similar practices
for which there is evidence. An example is whole-class teaching in the MTE mastery pedagogy and
direct instruction, for which there is an established evidence base [66]. Thus, well-designed trials
in mastery contexts are recommended. Currently, the use of mathematically coherent resources—in
particular textbooks—is being promoted, including through government subsidy for purchase.
However, the evidence for the effectiveness of different sets of materials is not clear, and, as noted,
textbooks, for example, are used in a variety of different ways [23]. This suggests the need for multiple
arm trials with in-depth mixed-method case studies to support implementation and process evaluation.
A quickly implementable change that MTE cohort 1 schools made following visiting Shanghai [22]
was to slow the pace at which material was covered, whilst at the same time maintaining or
quickening the rhythm of interactions and movement between types of activity within lessons. This is
advocated with teaching for mastery as a way of promoting depth and keeping the class together.
However, whether this is an effective practice, and if so, for whom, and whether it has any negative
consequences for some learners, is an open question. It is also beyond the scope of this paper to explore
possible tensions between the content of the national curriculum with age-related expectations and a
longer-term view of learning [93] involved in a slower curriculum pace. However, such tensions were
identified by some of the MTE participants [21].
The emphasis on memorising mathematical facts appears to be supported by research on cognitive
load theory, as well as having an a priori appeal: the more mathematical knowledge one has, the more
likely one is going to be able to apply this. Similarly, the precise use of mathematical languages appears
to be potentially positive. However, what is not clear is whether the practice in itself is effective or
whether it is effective because it encourages dialogue, interaction, and thinking. Fostering precision in
language can be embedded in different pedagogies.
Finally, whilst collaborative, embedded, and mathematically focused CPD was recommended
above, given its potential effect on teacher practice, the evidence for its effect on pupils remains limited.
Thus, further research is required and specifically on the forms of collaborative PD being developed
and enacted through the mastery innovation.
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In summary, the following recommendations are made for prioritising the implementation of
practices that are promoted under the banner of mastery by teachers and schools based on the extant
evidence for effect on attainment:
• Interactive dialogue and mathematical activity that promotes this;
• Greater use of models and representations;
• Responsive teaching using formative assessment; and
• Mathematically focused, embedded, and close to practice collaborative professional development
to change practice.
Further, the analysis presented herein has identified the following practices that require additional
research and evaluation to establish their effectiveness in relation to attainment.
• Whole class mastery teaching;
• Use of textbooks (and specifically those recommended to schools);
• Curriculum pace;
• Memorising factual knowledge;
• Precise use of language; and
• mastery-focused CPD.
That priorities are identified does not mean that other components of mastery pedagogies are not
also potentially of value and worth implementing, but that, as yet, the evidence for their efficacy is
not established.
12. Conclusions
In the introduction to the paper, we identified a number of concerns that arise when evaluating
complex policy innovations with multiple components and actors. Such concerns are heightened
when policy innovation is informed or justified by transnational comparison fuelled by PISA and the
influence of the OECD as well as other transnational bodies, and the innovation involves transnational
flows or policy mobilities [13].
The approach we have taken in this paper is to analyse a complex, at-scale intervention and
then interrogate the evidence base. This novel approach is recommended for consideration by
researchers analysing similar innovations, whether the initiatives are informed by transnational
practices or not. Further, if the components of an intervention are specified in advance—for
example, after piloting—then the process we have outlined could be used to inform the decisions of
policy-makers to consider before rather than during or after an innovation has taken place at scale.
The mastery innovation in England is not only an at-scale policy initiative but also concretises the
growing influence of international comparisons and transnational flows in mathematics education.
In the mastery ecology, there have been a variety of descriptions put forward of the meaning of
mastery, including several formulations in relation to mastery as pedagogy. In this paper, we have
presented a conceptual framework for a mastery based on a systematic study of schools involved
in the Mathematics Teacher Exchange, which are also influenced by the other various initiatives
and perspectives. Thus, the framework describes what schools are doing as a set of core components
rather than an advocated-for pedagogy.
In discussing the mastery innovation, we pointed to ways in which Shanghai (and to an extent
other East Asian) practices were different to English primary mathematics practices and we extended
this discussion by considering the core components. Many schools, though not all, participating in the
MTE report changes in practices influenced by the MTE experience [23].
Looking beyond the MTE schools, the ambition for mastery is to impact on primary mathematics
education generally [14] and so to lead to systemic change; hence, the investment in further exchanges
and the Primary Mathematics Teaching for Mastery (PMTMS) programme, a CPD programme to
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train ‘mastery specialists’. However, although part of the original intention was for all schools
involved in the MTE to share their learning with other schools, this has not happened in all cases.
However, through additional support via the PMTMS programme, this is likely to occur with schools
participating in future exchanges. Nevertheless, the experience of the National Numeracy Strategy
is that there can be gaps between what schools say they are doing [71] and what they are actually
doing, and interpretations of, in that case, ‘whole-class interactive teaching’ can vary considerably.
Further, although the funding to support the mastery initiative appears to be substantial, this level
of support for primary schools is still quite small given the size of the sector. Thus, whether policy
ambitions will be realised in terms of system-wide changes of practices is yet to be determined.
Before concluding, we acknowledge a number of limitations of the paper. As noted above,
the evaluation data largely comprise self-reports of lead teachers concerning practice; nevertheless,
identifying core components was feasible, if the data is understood as giving insight at least into
intended changes. Further, as discussed earlier, our focus is specifically on changes in schools
engaged in the MTE and, within that group, those schools that continued to engage with the
evaluation and are actively implementing their mastery approaches. It is not necessarily the case that
other schools who espouse adoption of mastery are acting in the same way. Although the specific
formulation of mastery, used in this paper, differs from the NCETM descriptions of ‘teaching for
mastery’, or Singaporean-informed programmes, such as Maths No Problem or Mathematics Mastery,
there is a recognisable kinship. Moreover, due weight was given in identifying components to the
implementation of those lead teachers who have subsequently engaged in the teaching for mastery
professional development. In the evidence review, we found that evaluated practices previously
reported vary in the extent to which they are aligned with practices found in the mastery innovation.
Important questions about the potential effects of the adoption of different practices on both pupil
and teacher affect towards mathematics have also not been addressed. One instance of this is in
relation to all-attainment teaching, and, more generally, supporting low-attaining students to think
mathematically (see [93]).
Putting aside these cautions, the analysis presented here indicates that, when considered as a
set of components, many of the practices that are currently being implemented under the banner of
‘mastery’ in those schools who participated in MTE cohort 1 do represent approaches to teaching and
learning mathematics that have evidence of being effective. However, outcomes of the MTE evaluation
will help to determine whether this is realised in practice. The evidence summarised herein is also
potentially useful for practitioners who are considering adopting some but not all of the mastery
practices or considering how to phase their introduction, as we have identified which practices have
the clearest existing evidence of effectiveness. In addition, we have pointed to areas for focused
research on potentially effective components where there is limited evidence thus far of efficacy.
The analysis presented of the core components and their relation to evidence from previous
studies of interventions provides the first in-depth and research-informed analysis of how these
practices are a significant departure from previous dominant practices in mathematics teaching in
England, and that, taken as a whole, there is evidence that the new practices could lead to higher
attainment by pupils.
As noted above, the impact of the MTE and the implementation of mastery practices will be
evaluated through statistical analysis [24]. If this demonstrates positive effects, then some of the
implications that follow are:
• the evaluation would provide evidence that it is the pedagogy and classroom practice, rather than
only or as well as other factors, that are important to the East Asian success in mathematics;
• that pedagogical practices can be transplanted successfully; and
• that the mastery innovation as implemented in MTE schools should be taken up by teachers and
schools in England and considered by policy-makers elsewhere.
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Although the outcomes of the evaluation of the MTE will not address these issues definitively,
if no or little impact is found, this would suggest that the policy or its enactment should be reviewed
and further evaluation undertaken of components or of the mastery approach as a whole.
The mastery innovation in England was not designed by a systematic review of evidence on
effective practices in mathematics, but from a desire to emulate the success of Singapore and Shanghai.
This has led to an ambitious programme to change mathematics teaching in England. In a globalised
world, the influence of international comparison is unlikely to diminish in the near future. This means
that critical analysis is needed of similarities and differences between practices in other contexts as
compared to those in PISA reference societies, of how such practices are enacted, and what evidence
there is for their efficacy in different educational systems, settings, and cultures. This paper has
provided a model for undertaking such analysis, and has identified the potential for the effectiveness
of components of East-Asian-informed mastery practices in England. Moreover, it has identified those
practices, currently being implemented by a sample of schools adopting mastery approaches, that
have evidence for effectiveness and so can be recommended for immediate implementation. It has
also identified practices that are promoted as part of the mastery agenda for which there is, as yet,
not enough evidence to recommend and that require further research. This does not mean that the
latter category of practices should not also be the focus of professional experimentation by schools
and teachers, but that such experimentation followed by systematic research is needed to establish
their efficacy. In general, the identification of mastery components and the analysis of evidence
points to the need for a more circumspect and careful approach to innovation informed by East Asian
mathematics education if the aim is to impact on mathematical attainment. Whilst this is true in
relation to England, it also has implications for other policy-makers and educators influenced by PISA
outcomes: enthusiasm for change needs tempering with careful consideration of evidence.
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